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ABSTRACT
HTTPS is widely acknowledged as a pillar of modern web security.
However, while much attention focuses on the value delivered by
protocol improvements, the benefit of these advances is gated by the
breadth of their adoption. Thus, while the majority of web pages
visited benefit from the confidentiality and integrity guarantees of
HTTPS, this is contradictorily due to a minority of popular sites
currently supporting the protocol. In this paper written in April 2018,
we explore factors of HTTPS adoption on web sites more broadly.
We analyze attributes of the Alexa top one million sites in August
2017 and categorize them into popular and “longtail” sites, in an
effort to identify points of leverage which offer promise for driving
further adoption of HTTPS. We find that hosting provider use and
cost are factors that correlate with HTTPS deployment, while other
promising indicators—such as site age, site freshness, and server
software choice—provide ambiguous signals and are unlikely to
offer useful points of influence.
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INTRODUCTION

Security technologies, such as Transport Layer Security (TLS), provide concrete capabilities that protect users against potential threats.
In particular, web sites that protect access via TLS (aka “HTTPS”)
can offer meaningful guarantees of confidentiality and integrity for
all communications between their site and their visitors. While there
have been a range of attacks against prior iterations of these protocols and against their implementations, there is wide agreement that
HTTPS is one of the success stories of modern cryptography and
network security technology.
However, like most communications technologies, the value of
a protocol is innately tied to the breadth of its deployment. On the
client-side, this is effectively a non-issue, as all major web browsers
have supported TLS for many years. Similarly, all major web server
systems have supported TLS for as long. Given these facts, it is
therefore surprising that only a minority of Internet web sites will
accept and correctly respond to HTTPS requests.
The core of the lack of adoption arises from the fact that HTTPS
is an option, not a default. Configuring a server to support HTTPS is
an individual decision for each site operator. Thus, every operator
must realize that HTTPS is an option, determine that it is a valuable capability for their visitors, decide that encryption overhead is
supportable with their existing systems and software, contract with
This paper was originally written in April 2018, based on data collected from the Alexa
Top 1 Million sites in August 2017.

a certificate authority (CA) to acquire a certificate, and, finally, develop the skill to configure the server appropriately. Operators using
third-party hosting must further contend with the technology and
business choices made by their service providers, and interactions
with third-party advertisers and web search engines similarly can
create additional complications.
The most popular web sites have been the quickest to adopt
HTTPS. When scanning the 10,000 most popular sites (as ranked by
Alexa) in August of 2017, over 60% provided HTTPS connectivity.
These popular sites have a number of natural advantages, such as
dedicated IT staff naturally funded by the advertising or e-commerce
revenue that accrues with online popularity.
The popularity of these sites also attracts pressure from securityminded customers and advocacy campaigns. For example, Google
publishes a transparency report that lists the various HTTPS aspects of the 100 most popular web sites, such as whether the sites
work on HTTPS, have HTTPS on by default, and have a modern
TLS configuration [39]. Similarly, there have been concerted efforts to move specific Internet sectors over to HTTPS as well. For
example, Secure The News and Pulse are initiatives focused on
transitioning and monitoring news and United States government
sites over to HTTPS [25, 40]. In an effort to help popular sites
transition to HTTPS, the Google Chrome team has published a variety of resources covering transition approaches and describing the
experiences of large web sites in managing their HTTPS deployment [12, 35, 37]. Encouragingly, this focus has offered significant
payoff because these popular sites capture the lion’s share of Internet
traffic. As a result, today the majority of web page loads associated
with web content are transported via HTTPS [38].
However, these advantages do not scale to the “longtail” that comprises the vast majority of web sites in operation today. Indeed, these
smaller sites (personal blogs, small businesses, community forums,
etc., which might not be easily grouped together into one sector)
represent much of the web’s diverse content, but are less likely to
offer the protection of HTTPS. Concretely, after excluding the top
10,000 most popular sites, the remainder of the top one million sites
only have a 45% HTTPS adoption rate. Thus, the amount of individualized work necessary to increase HTTPS adoption further is only
going to increase.
Because of this issue, we want to understand at scale whether
HTTPS adoption decisions are entirely specific to individual sites
or if there are segments of the site population more amenable to
upgrading their security posture. In this paper, we identify correlates of HTTPS deployment—separately for popular and “long tail”
sites—that provide insight into ways to effect further changes (or

alternatively, to understand the most significant barriers to adoption
that deserve further attention). We evaluate several factors including:

any such resource would lack the security guarantees of HTTPS.
Browsers commonly downgrade the security indicator for sites with
mixed content, or prevent loading the resources entirely, potentially
breaking the functionality of the site.
The complexity and costs of each of these steps can vary significantly from one environment to the next. For example, most CAs
fund their operations by charging annual fees for certificates (which
can run up to hundreds of dollars per year) while not-for-profit Let’s
Encrypt offers certificates for free. Some CAs and server software
options are implicitly designed for highly sophisticated customers
who have interest in configuring the details of their certificate or the
choice of cryptographic protocols supported on their servers. Other
environments prioritize ease of use and can provision certificates in
a single step and expect users to abide by reasonable defaults. These
issues can be further complicated for more sophisticated sites which
may include significant legacy content and multiple tiers of servers
working in concert to provide a service.
Finally, to incentivize site operators to adopt HTTPS, several
browser vendors (notably the developers of Firefox and Chrome),
have chosen to visually mark sites using HTTP as “not secure”
(which is highlighted if a user enters text into the page). Moreover, Google has also announced that sites using HTTPS will be
given ranking advantage in Google’s search engine.

• Site age: Are more recent sites, in terms of age and freshness,
more likely to use HTTPS?
• Server Software: Does the type of server software used correlate
with HTTPS adoption?
• Hosting status: Are sites operated by hosting providers more
likely to offer HTTPS compared to self-hosted sites? How might
this vary by provider?
• Role of certificate authorities: How do certificate cost and business offerings from hosting providers affect HTTPS deployment?
We focus on individual variables in the HTTPS equation as a
first step in understanding at scale the HTTPS adoption hurdles
web sites face. Moreover, we focus on variables that reflect degrees
of site administrator involvement, like site age and freshness, as
well as variables that a site administrator directly controls, such as
server software, hosting provider, and certificate authority. Notably,
we identify that key correlates of HTTPS adoption, particularly for
less popular sites, are cost and free, automatic hosting provider
support for HTTPS. Thus, HTTPS evangelists should consider focusing on working with leading certificate authorities (CAs) and
hosting providers whose service offerings do not yet encourage
broad HTTPS use.
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BACKGROUND
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The Hyper-Text Transport Protocol (HTTP), as originally designed
in 1991, did not address security in any way. However, even before
HTTP 1.0 was officially standardized in 1996, browsers and servers
had started supporting a secure version of HTTP, tunneled within
an encrypted session protocol, and https:// came to identify the
secure variant of HTTP. The basic goal and approach of HTTPS have
remained the same to this day, despite the underlying technology having changed several times (from the original Secure Sockets Layer
protocol to the multiple iterations of Transport Layer Security).
HTTPS guarantees communications confidentiality and integrity
against an adversary who might spoof, intercept, or modify messages sent between a browser and web server. It can also guarantee
domain authenticity (i.e., that the web site you are communicating
with at foo.com can provide compelling evidence that it has rights
to this domain name). These guarantees depend on both sides of the
connection correctly implementing the protocol and on a trusted certificate authority (CA) properly validating the site and provisioning
a certificate.
A web site operator seeking to offer HTTPS has several obligations. First, they must obtain a certificate, from a trusted certificate
authority, that attests to their ownership of the domain on which
the site is hosted. The CA, in turn, must perform some amount of
due diligence to validate this claim. This can range from “domain
validation” (i.e., being able to serve a particular file of the CA’s
choosing on the Web site) to more traditional documentary evidence
of business incorporation and domain registration. Second, the site
owner must configure their server to enable HTTPS connections
using the certificate they have acquired. Since certificates expire, the
web site operator is also obliged to periodically renew their certificate to ensure that it remains valid. Finally, the site operator must
avoid loading any sub-resources over HTTP (“mixed content”), as

RELATED WORK

HTTPS has a long and rich history of research, both due to its importance in the web security ecosystem and its mechanical complexity.
Many early studies around HTTPS focused on characterizing the
certificate ecosystem, in an effort to understand what the problems
were. In 2011, Holz et al. analyzed multiple sources of certificates
to characterize the state of the X.509 public key infrastructure (PKI),
and found a plethora of errors around the deployment of certificates,
which provide a trusted foundation of HTTPS authentication [42]. In
a follow up study, Durumeric et al. took a wider view of the HTTPS
ecosystem using Internet-wide scanning, which exposed even more
technical problems in the web’s PKI [19]. Particularly focusing on
the use of HTTPS in Content Delivery Networks (CDNs), Liang
et al. empirically established that CDN customers delegate their
credentials—either by direct sharing of private keys, or using the
Subject Alternative Name (SAN) extension [47]. Building on this
observation, Cangialosi et al. perform a large-scale study of HTTPS
certificate hosting, and demonstrate that popular sites routinely share
their private keys with CDNs to benefit from their economies of
scale [14]. Our work focuses on a tangential issue—exploring what
factors influence the adoption of HTTPS among less popular sites—
but also explores hosting choices as one of these factors.
Other studies have focused on vulnerabilities in HTTPS implementations and how the broader Internet community addresses these
issues. For example, the Heartbleed vulnerability affected an estimated 24–55% of popular HTTPS sites [20]. A study by Durumeric
et al. looked at the effectiveness of notifications in the aftermath
of this massive vulnerability and found that notified sites patched
their servers 50% more than non-notified sites. In spite of these
relative effects, Zhang et al. examined overall certificate revocation
and reissuance in the aftermath of Heartbleed and found that sites
2

were slow to revoke and reissue, and when sites did reissue certificates, it was often with the same vulnerable keys [54]. Heartbleed
is not unique among massive vulnerabilities and other research has
identified a range of similarly widespread security vulnerabilities
(e.g., LogJam, Drown) [1, 11]. Independent of such large-scale vulnerability disclosures, there have also been a variety of studies on
reasons why certificates are invalid as well as certificate revocation
in the wild [15, 49, 54].
In addition to the mechanical exploration of HTTPS and how
vulnerabilities affect the ecosystem, a number of researchers have
focused on end-user centered questions related to HTTPS signaling
and efforts to improve user adherence to HTTPS warnings. Akhawe
et al. looked at the difference in HTTPS warning click-through rates
(the rates at which users ignore HTTPS warnings) from both the Firefox and Chrome perspective [3]. The vast difference in click-through
rates indicated a significant difference in the error signaling of the
two browsers, and that Firefox was more effective in protecting end
users. Following this work, Felt et al. created a more effective warning for Chrome, preventing 30% more users from clicking through
HTTPS warnings [22]. Akhawe et al. also built on the previous
work by looking at HTTPS errors from a network perspective [2],
and categorized the types of errors that users see. Finally, work has
improved the HTTPS indicator shown to users, by adding the word
“Secure” next to the green lock that major browsers display with a
valid HTTPS site [24].
Most similar to our work is that of Felt et al. which focused on
how to best measure HTTPS adoption via different methods and
datasets [23]. In this study, the authors identified the discrepancy
in adoption rates between popular sites and “longtail” sites, and
provided the motivation for our work. Kumar et al. examined the
relationship between third-party resources and the expanded attack
surface that HTTP links on an HTTPS page introduce [46]. Also related, Krombholz et al. explored HTTPS deployment in a controlled
setting to understand the kinds of challenges faced by those without
dedicated technical staff [45]. By contrast, we explore similar questions but using large-scale measurement data to understand what
factors correlate with HTTPS adoption across a million sites.
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mechanism to be more forgiving). pshtt scans a site on four endpoints (http or https, and with and without the www subdomain)
and records the headers provided by each endpoint, as well as the
HTTPS status of the site. pshtt also attempts to determine the
“canonical URL” for a site, or the endpoint that a user is likely to be
redirected to. For example, many sites will redirect their non-www
endpoint to their www endpoint, or their http endpoint to https;
pshtt makes a guess based on the data that it collects.
For a single-day snapshot, we ran pshtt over the Alexa Top 1
Million sites on multiple Google Cloud Compute Engine instances
on August 31, 2017. Unless otherwise stated, we use the pshtt
results on the canonical URL endpoint for each site domain. We
also use the Alexa 1 Million Snapshots from Censys [18] to gather
certificate information for the Alexa domains. Censys provides a
variety of different scanning data sets, in particular parsed certificate
data from web sites over time. We use the Alexa snapshots for every
month from August 2017 backwards in time to August of 2015
(when these snapshots first became available on Censys). We also
use a snapshot from December 17th, 2017 as a comparison to our
pshtt scan in August to evaluate certificate persistence over time.

5

SITE AGE AND FRESHNESS

The age of a site—when a site first went live on the web—is a tantalizing feature for correlating with HTTPS adoption. Are older sites
more or less likely to support HTTPS, particularly in the longtail?
Being old, perhaps such sites have inertia against adopting new features. Alternatively, perhaps long-term familiarity with operating a
site makes it more likely that an operator will adopt new features. At
the same time, the web ecosystem has increasingly made it easier
for new sites to use HTTPS, such as with streamlined tools from
certificate authorities or even automated HTTPS support from popular hosting providers. Any correlation between site age and HTTPS
adoption can help determine whether adoption efforts should be
focused on newer or older sites.
Similarly, how fresh a site’s content is—the last time a site updated the content it serves—could also correlate with HTTPS adoption. If a site is not relatively fresh, for instance, perhaps the site
operator is less likely to spend the time and effort to adopt new
features such as HTTPS since they are not updating its content.
In this section, we explore both of these features as they relate to
HTTPS adoption, first using various methods for estimating the ages
of sites and then using an automated method for estimating when a
site was last updated.

DATA

We evaluate HTTPS adoption among the sites on the Alexa Top
1 Million list as of August 31, 2017 [4]. Of these sites, we distinguish between the most popular 10,000 sites as “top sites” and the
remaining 990,000 sites as the “longtail”. We use the Alexa list since
it is a public proxy for web site popularity ranking. Moreover, we
consider the top sites as the most popular 10,000 sites based loosely
on previous work by Felt et al. [23], where the most popular sites
were defined as the top 100 of the Alexa Top 1 Million. We take a
more liberal approach in our definition of top sites to better include
a wider range of behaviors. We these categories in mind, we found
that 60% of top sites support HTTPS whereas only 45% of longtail
sites support it, a significant difference.
To determine the HTTPS status of these sites, we scan them using
pshtt, an open source tool that specifically checks for HTTPS
support [51]. Originally, pshtt was used to scan US government
sites; we modified it to scan more broadly (e.g., we added a check
for bad Subject Alternative Name (SAN) and changed the timeout

5.1

Site Age

There is no straightforward methodology for determining when a site
first went live, and hence how old it is. As a result, we explore three
distinct methods for estimating site age: two manual techniques on a
small set of sites and one automated technique on a much larger set.
Domain WHOIS. As a first approach for estimating site age, we
use two fields from WHOIS records for site domains: the “Creation
Date” field reflects when the domain was created, while “Updated
Date” reflects when certain details of the WHOIS record (such as
contact information) are updated.
We download current WHOIS records from RiskIQ and bin their
creation and update dates by year. RiskIQ provides WHOIS records
3

email or registrar changes, as a change in ownership. If the domain
uses WHOIS privacy, but the “Update Date” in the record does not
change, then we also do not consider that a change in ownership.
Results. Across the methods for estimating site age, we consistently find little dependence between the age of a site and whether
it supports HTTPS. Figure 1 shows the results from DomainTools,
where we manually examined historical WHOIS records for ownership changes. For each year, the graph shows the percent of top
and longtail sites that appeared that year and supported HTTPS in
August 2017. Visually there is no clear pattern, and graphs for the
other two methods are similar. (Note that due to our sampling, no
top sites fell into the 2009 bucket.)
More formally, we compute the mutual information of these two
variables. Mutual information is useful because it means knowing
information about one variable provides information about the other.
It also conveniently has a conditional form incorporating a third
variable, which we use below. In our case, mutual information (MI)
measures the mutual dependence between the initial year a site appears on the web (site age) and whether it currently supports HTTPS.
MI is 0 if the variables are completely independent: knowing the
age of a site does not provide any information about whether the
site supports HTTPS (and vice versa). MI is 1 if they are completely
dependent: knowing site age deterministically predicts HTTPS support. For each of the site age estimation methods, we compute MI
separately for the top sites and the longtail sites. These results are
shown in the middle two columns of Table 1.
Across all methods, the MI for top sites is consistently higher than
longtail sites; there is slightly more dependence among top sites and
site age than with longtail sites. But the MI values for both kinds of
sites are still relatively low—in both cases knowing the age of a site
provides marginal information about whether a site supports HTTPS.
In contrast to the other methods, MI is essentially zero when using
the Update Date field from WHOIS records as site age. We therefore
conclude that Update Date is not useful for estimating site age.
Combining all three variables, we also compute conditional mutual information where we condition off of whether a site is top
or longtail. The conditional MI essentially answers the following
question: if we know whether a site is a top site or a longtail site
as a precondition, does knowing the age of a site give us any more
information about whether the site supports HTTPS? The conditional MI is near 0 if the answer is negative: knowing site age does
not give us any more information about whether the site supports
HTTPS. Table 1 shows the conditional MI results for the site age
estimation methods in the last column. The very low values indicate
a negative result: if we already know that a site is top or longtail,
then also knowing its age does not give any additional information
about whether it supports HTTPS.

Figure 1: Domaintools sites bucketed by year and compared between top sites longtail sites. We examine sites from our 2017
dataset as they evolve over time.
at a higher rate limit than scraping ourselves, and we use it to obtain
WHOIS records for a random subset of our domains: we download
nearly 200,000 WHOIS records, which cover 67.3% of the top sites
and 17.5% of the longtail. We look at site age from two perspectives:
• Using the creation date as the initial year for the domain, ignoring
any updates to the record. However, domains can transfer ownership over time, much later than their original creation, so the
creation date can be inaccurate.
• Using the update date as the initial year instead, under the assumption that the update date corresponds to an ownership change (e.g.,
a domain could be bought at auction, changing ownership). Of
course, for some registrars, minor changes to WHOIS fields will
also cause the update date to change (e.g., changing the technical
contact), so the update date has inaccuracies as well.
Wayback Machine. We use the Wayback Machine (archive.
org) as another method for estimating site age. The Wayback Machine preserves site content over time by crawling and storing periodic snapshots of sites across the web [43]. We select at random 100
top and 100 longtail sites and manually examine the landing page
of the site for every year that the WayBack Machine has a snapshot,
starting in August of 2017 and going backwards in time.
We define the initial year of a site as the year where the landing page has a significant change in purpose, a change that indicates that the site has very likely changed ownership. For example,
kayak.com, a site in our sample of top sites, changed from a kayaking blog to a travel site, strongly suggesting a change in ownership.
We also count when a domain switches from a parking page to actual
content as a change in ownership. Sites that change cosmetically,
though, do not indicate a change in site ownership. If the site does
not have a significant content change, then we use the earliest year
of the Wayback Machine records as the initial year for that site.
DomainTools. As a third method we use historical WHOIS records
from DomainTools. Using the same random sample of 100 top and
longtail sites (a total of 200 records), we manually analyze changes
in the WHOIS records for the sites. If a record indicates a change in
ownership, we consider the timestamp of that record as the initial
year for that site. We do not consider minor changes, such as contact

5.2

Site Freshness

To estimate how fresh a site’s content is (when a site’s content
was most recently updated) we use the “Last-Modified” header provided by the server when scanning the site using pshtt. Originally
created to make caching more efficient, this header is an optional
self-reported field. In our data set, many sites do return this header:
19% of top sites and 21.5% of sites in the longtail. We remove clearly
invalid last-modified times (e.g., 0.95% of top sites with this header
4

Age Estimation Method
RiskIQ WHOIS Creation Date
RiskIQ WHOIS Update Date
Wayback Machine
Domaintools Historical WHOIS

Top Sites
MI(site age, HTTPS)

Longtail Sites
MI(site age, HTTPS)

MI (site age, HTTPS | top or longtail)

0.20
0.003
0.24
0.16

0.003
0.001
0.18
0.13

0.01
0.008
0.07
0.07

Table 1: For the various methods for estimating site age, the middle columns show the mutual information (MI) values between site
age and whether a site supports HTTPS. The last column shows conditional MI, where the MI is conditioned off of knowing whether
a site is top or longtail.
increased awareness and support for security features, we found no
strong dependence between the two variables. Large fractions of new
sites that have come online even recently have not adopted HTTPS.
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An important aspect of operating a site is the choice of server software, as an administrator individually managing a server must obtain
and install a certificate, adding to the burden of adopting HTTPS.
To add to this process, configuring HTTPS for a site depends upon
which server package is used, and so the ease with which servers
support HTTPS configuration could impact HTTPS adoption. Fortunately, some servers make this step easier. For example, Let’s
Encrypt provides software called certbot to make the process of
obtaining and installing a certificate turnkey (i.e., a straightforward
command line invocation). Currently, certbot only works with four
server platforms: Apache, NGINX, HAProxy, and Plesk [21]. Without certbot, using Let’s Encrypt takes more steps.
Since a site administrator’s choice of server software can make
HTTPS adoption easier or harder, we categorize top and longtail sites
by the web server software platforms they use, and examine to what
extent there is a dependence with HTTPS adoption. If a web server
platform has certbot compatibility and better HTTPS adoption, then
mechanisms like certbot can make HTTPS deployment easier.
We use the pshtt data to analyze the web server software that
sites use. The pshtt scanner collects headers from the sites it scans.
One of these headers is the “Server” header, which indicates the software package that the responding server uses. We fuzzy-match using
the values of the Server header to categorize sites into the server software used. For example, nginx/1.10.2 and nginx/1.10.3
both group into the same bucket “nginx”.
Most of the sites in our data set have a Server header: 85% of
top sites, and 91% in the longtail. Of these, Figure 3 shows the
most popular web server platforms they use and, for each server
platform, the percentage of sites in the top and longtail that support
HTTPS. Across all popular server platforms, servers in the longtail
consistently have lower HTTPS adoption than top sites. Indeed, the
two server platforms that Let’s Encrypt’s certbot supports, NGINX
and Apache, together comprise over 50% of the servers in our data
set. Yet, even with turnkey certificate management, servers in the
longtail noticeably trail top sites in adoption. As another example,
Caddy also supports turnkey HTTPS [13], yet fewer than 100 sites
in our data set use it.
As further confirmation, we also compute mutual information
between whether Let’s Encrypt has turnkey support for the server

Figure 2: Scatter plot of the time that the content of a site
was last updated (site freshness). Sites are binned into monthly
buckets dating back to the year 2000, and the y-axis shows the
percentage of sites in each bucket that support HTTPS.

and 1.6% of the longtail sites with this header report the Unix Epoch
time from 1970). Of the sites that have this header, we exclude 1.2%
of the top sites (0.002% of all top sites), and 0.12% of longtail sites
with the header (0.0003% of all longtail sites).
For the sites providing this header, we group them by month
and year of last modification. Figure 2 shows a scatter plot for the
longtail sites grouped by month. For the sites that were last updated
in a particular month and year, the graph shows the percentage of
those sites that support HTTPS. Note that the vast majority of sites
are relatively active and have been updated in the eight months
preceding our crawl: 83.3% of longtail sites were last modified in
2017 (and 90.9% of top sites). So the high variance among points
in the early years is due to having very few sites in each bucket. In
recent years, the points cluster closely and suggest an upward trend.
However, as with site age, we also compute mutual information
between when a site was last updated (how fresh it is) and whether it
supports HTTPS. The conditional MI is just 0.02. Across all of the
MI scores, the freshness of a site and whether it supports HTTPS
are essentially independent (knowing the freshness of a site gives no
information about whether it supports HTTPS).

5.3

SERVER SOFTWARE

Discussion

For all methods estimating site age, the mutual information between
site age and HTTPS adoption is low, showing that site age is not a
good indicator for HTTPS adoption. While we might have hoped that
newer sites would be much more likely to be adopting HTTPS given
5

Provider

Figure 3: Popular server software platforms among top and
longtail sites. For each platform, the bars show the percentage
of top and longtail sites that support HTTPS.

% Valid

Provider

Longtail
% Sites

% Valid

Cloudflare
Amazon
Google
Akamai
OVH
Chinanet
Fastly
Alisoft
Incapsula
Microsoft

17.4%
9.1%
2.8%
2.6%
1.8%
1.7%
0.9%
0.9%
0.8%
0.7%

77.3%
70.5%
70.7%
66.9%
50.6%
38.6%
78.0%
46.1%
81.3%
48.6%

Cloudflare
Amazon
OVH
Google
GoDaddy
Hetzner
Digital Ocean
Alisoft
Unified Layer
Linode

9.4%
5.8%
3.4%
2.8%
2.4%
1.3%
1.3%
1.2%
1.1%
1.1%

80.6%
60.0%
49.2%
59.2%
23.8%
42.8%
50.7%
16.0%
32.0%
48.5%

Self Hosted

4.7%

44.1%

Self Hosted

2.4%

25.4%

Table 2: Top ten providers based on IPWhois registrants.

7.1

Popular Providers

We use IP WHOIS records to identify providers for the domains
in our site data set.1 We crawled the DNS A record of each site’s
domain using ZDNS [53] to obtain its IP address; if the lookup
returned a list of IP addresses, we use the first IP address in that
list. We aggregated the set of IP addresses into /24 subnet granularities, and used the python IPWhois library on each /24 [44]. Since
Regional Internet Registrys (RIRs) use multiple formats, we use
the following fields, in order, as the name of the owner of the IP:
registrant contact name, network name, and NIT nets name. Not all
sites mapped to an IPWhois result with a name associated with it:
18% of top sites did not have a name mapping, and neither did 13%
of the longtail. We exclude these from the provider analysis.
Overall, this method identifies many providers, but not surprisingly a small number account for much of the distribution with the
remaining forming a long tail. The top sites map to 2,140 providers
and the longtail sites map to 53,064. But the five most popular
providers account for 34% of top sites, and the 20 most popular
providers account for 38% of longtail sites.
Table 2 shows the most popular providers for the top and longtail
sites according to the number of sites mapped to that provider, and
the percentage of those sites that support HTTPS. Recall that HTTPS
adoption among top sites is 60%, and the table shows that sites on
major hosting providers such as Cloudflare, Amazon, and Google
account for much of it. Yet, top sites hosted on other providers,
such as Chinanet, Alisoft and notably Microsoft, are well below the
average levels of HTTPS. Encouragingly, while HTTPS adoption
among longtail sites is just 45%, adoption among longtail sites on
the same major hosting providers as top sites is quite high (notably
Cloudflare at 80.6%).
Figure 4 more explicitly compares the use of HTTPS between
top and longtail sites for each hosting provider. It includes just
those providers that appear in both top and longtail lists in Table 2.
Although they vary considerably in terms of HTTPS adoption, some
providers have consistent HTTPS adoption for both top and longtail
sites (Cloudflare, OVH), while the others have noticeably higher
HTTPS adoption for top sites. In the next section we explore whether
features of the service can explain these differences.

software on a site, and whether the site supports HTTPS. The MI
values are nearly 0 (0.002 among top sites and 0.003 in the longtail),
as well as the conditional MI predicated on knowing whether a site
is top or longtail. The MI results indicate no dependence between
server software and a site using HTTPS.
Discussion. Server software is not an indicative factor for HTTPS
adoption. The mutual information between server software and
HTTPS is negligible, and all major server platforms consistently
have lower HTTPS support in the longtail than in the top. A server’s
presence in the longtail is much more predictive of supporting
HTTPS (or not) than the server platform used.
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Top Sites
% Sites

HOSTING PROVIDER

Hosting providers and content delivery networks (CDNs) serve an
important role in the web ecosystem, particularly for owners of
longtail sites. Longtail sites are inherently smaller operations which,
unlike top sites, may even be operated and maintained just by individuals. Such individuals need technical expertise to maintain their own
server, whereas provider services make maintaining a site accessible
for anyone. As a result, hosting providers have a significant role in
the deployment of HTTPS. If a hosting provider makes HTTPS less
accessible to their customers, such as with higher costs or shifting
the burden of configuration to users, their customers may be discouraged from using it. While many details of site deployment are
abstracted from the administrator in this case, they must still choose
a hosting provider, and this choice can have significant repercussions
on HTTPS adoption.
We start by mapping top and longtail sites to the hosting providers
they use, identifying the most popular providers and the degree of
HTTPS adoption among them. We then register accounts and create
web sites at the most popular providers for longtail sites, highlighting
how well providers support even unsophisticated users in adopting
HTTPS for their sites.

1 We

also experimented with using the Autonomous System of a domain’s IP address
for additional provider information, but it did not contribute much beyond just WHOIS.
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Hosting Provider
Cloudflare
Amazon EC2∗
Amazon Elastic Beanstalk
Amazon Wordpress Hosting
Amazon S3
Amazon LightSail
OVH
Google Sites
Google Blogspot
Google App Engine
GoDaddy Website Builder
GoDaddy Website Hosting
GoDaddy Wordpress hosting
Hetzner
Digital Ocean
Linode

Type of
Service

Percent Valid
HTTPS Top Sites

Percent Valid
HTTPS Longtail

Free
HTTPS

Automatic
HTTPS

CDN
VPS
Hosting
Hosting
Hosting
Hosting
Hosting
Drag/Drop
Template
Hosting
Drag/Drop
CMS
CMS
Hosting
VPS
VPS

77.3%

80.6%

⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆

Self Hosted

70.5%

60.0%

50.6%

49.2%

70.7%

59.2%

12.5%

23.8%

51.4%
51.4%
31.1%

42.8%
50.7%
48.5%

44.1%

25.4%

⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆

Free Custom
Certificate

Custom
Domain

Can Upload
Certificate

⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆

⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆
⋆

Table 3: Certificate features of the popular providers hosting longtail sites. “Free HTTPS”: included in the package or does not require
an additional fee. “Automatic HTTPS”: HTTPS is enabled for a domain once the site starts running. “Free Custom Certificate”: the
service can provide a free custom certificate, again for no fee. “Custom Domain”: the service allows custom domains to be used for
the site. “Can Upload Certificate”: customer can upload a custom certificate. ∗ EC2 has a small surcharge per HTTPS connection.
ease with which providers support customers in using HTTPS and
configuring it properly. If a provider enables a customer to create
a site and automatically and freely enable HTTPS, the provider
substantially reduces the barrier for using HTTPS, particularly for
unsophisticated site owners. In this section, we evaluate the different
features these hosting providers support for HTTPS configuration,
and determine if some providers make it easier than others to use
HTTPS and configure it properly.
To perform this analysis, we engaged with eight longtail providers
as a “longtail customer.”2 We registered an account and performed
the steps necessary to create a web site using HTTPS at each of
the providers. When providers had multiple services (e.g., Amazon
EC2, Wordpress, Beanstalk, etc.), we created a separate site with
each service. When they had multiple pricing tiers, we signed up for
the least-expensive tier that provided HTTPS. For configuring the
site domain, we tried both the service default (e.g., a subdomain of
wordpress.com) as well as using a custom domain, if possible.
For using HTTPS on our site, most providers encouragingly provide
it for free; if they charged, then we paid the fee. Moreover, some
providers enable HTTPS automatically; if they did not, then we
performed the steps necessary to enable HTTPS. For configuring
HTTPS, we used the default certificate option (e.g., a shared SSL
certificate), but also tried acquiring a custom certificate for our site
domain through the provider, as well as uploading our own certificate we created externally from the provider. If custom certificate
configurations required a fee, we paid it to evaluate the difficulty of
using this option. We signed up for these services between December
2017 and January 2018, with the exception of GoDaddy Website

Figure 4: Top hosting providers for both top and longtail sites.
Cloudflare and OVH sites have similar HTTPS adoption regardless of whether they are top or longtail sites.

Finally, we note that using IPWhois to map sites to hosting
providers does have limitations. For example, Unified Layer does
not provide customer hosting itself, but it does provide infrastructure
for services that do. After experimenting with various methods for
hosting provider identification, our conclusion is that improving the
accuracy of large-scale hosting provider mappings for sites could be
a separate project unto itself.

7.2

Customer Experience

From the provider breakdown, we see that a large portion of the
sites are concentrated on a handful of major hosting and content
providers, and that HTTPS adoption varies considerably among
them. One factor for differences in HTTPS adoption could be the

2 We

did not sign up for Alisoft; as a China-based provider, they require an Internet
Content Provider license, a “legal and mandatory requirement for all websites hosted on
a server within the People’s Republic of China”. We also did not sign up for Unified
Layer since, as discussed in Section 7.1, it does not sell hosting directly.
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GoDaddy. Godaddy offers three hosting options, and we try all
three of them [26]. First, Website Builder has multiple tiers of increasing cost [30]. The bottom most tier, unfortunately, does not
provide an SSL option whatsoever. The second tier, business, provides a certificate for sites under *.godaddy. If using a custom
domain, then you can also get a custom certificate for free, but doing
so requires the domain to be under GoDaddy’s control. Users cannot
upload their own certificates.
Website Hosting provides a certificate installer that automatically
performs certificate setup and management [31]. It also has a higher
cost—either purchase a certain number of months, or a certificate
for $75—but it allows users to upload their own certificates.
Wordpress Hosting provide a wordpress management system on
GoDaddy infrastructure [32]. Similar to Website Hosting, users can
get a certificate for a fee, but does not support custom certificates.
Google. Google provides a variety of hosting services, and we
used the three that longtail customers are most likely to use. Google
Sites offers “classic” or “new” modes [36]. They differ in the domain
used, but both use HTTPS by default and lead to googlesites.com.
Blogspot is a drag-and-drop blog and site creator [34]. It has two
domain options: either create a subdomain of blogspot.com, or
use a custom domain linked via Google Domains. When creating a
blogspot.com subdomain, it automatically uses HTTPS. However, when using a custom domain, Blogspot warns that HTTPS is
not currently available with that option.
Google App Engine allows users to upload and deploy apps on
Google infrastructure [33]. App Engine has a certificate manager
that works with Let’s Encrypt and removes the hassle of certificate
management. Users need to prove they own the domain and App
Engine will take care of the rest of the configuration, but users do
need to initiate this process by navigating to a panel.
Hetzner. Hetzner is a provider based in Germany [41]. We registered with their web hosting service using our own custom domain.
With a custom domain, users can request a certificate for free from
Hetzner, as long as the domain’s A record points to Hetzner.
OVH. OVH is a global hosting provider based in France [50]. We
registered as if we were a French customer; OVH services differ
depending on which country you are located in, and offers the most
services to French customers. OVH offers four hosting tiers; we use
the lowest tier, Kimsufi (1.49 euro/month), which provides a domain
name, storage, and email. When signing up with their hosting plan,
users can choose among Wordpress, Joomla, Drupal, or Prestashop
(we chose Wordpress). Once the domain was initialized, we were
given access to the Wordpress managing system and a Let’s Encrypt
certificate was already installed for our site.

Hosting and GoDaddy Wordpress hosting, which we engaged with
in April of 2018. We note the time frames as some of these services
have changed since our testing; for example, Google Blogger now
provides custom domain support for HTTPS.
As a last category, we also identify sites that are self-hosting. We
use a manual approach based upon organizational information in
WHOIS records. We take the top 100 organizations from WHOIS,
by weight, for the top sites and manually classify them as whether
they appear to be self-hosted sites (e.g., not using a hosting provider
or CDN service to serve content).
Table 3 summarizes our results for creating and configuring sites
using HTTPS on the various providers and their services. From these
results we make a number of overall observations.
• Encouragingly, nearly all providers support using HTTPS for
free. The understandable exceptions are the virtual private server
providers (Digital Ocean and Linode), which provide virtual machines to customers. Amazon EC2, the other VPS service, nominally supports HTTPS for free, but in practice charges a higher
per-connection fee for VMs that use it. The free tier of GoDaddy
Website Builder does not support HTTPS, and GoDaddy’s other
service offerings charge a fee, which together could explain the
very low HTTPS adoption of sites on GoDaddy.
• Three of the five providers with the highest HTTPS adoption rates
(Cloudflare, Google and OVH) automatically enable HTTPS without needing customer action, either for all new sites (Cloudfare
and OVH) or for new sites on a subset of their services (Google
Sites and Blogspot; App Engine requires customer configuration).
• Recall from Figure 4 that Cloudflare and OVH had similar HTTPS
adoption rates for both top and longtail sites. They are also the only
providers that automatically enable HTTPS without exception
(e.g., Google App Engine does not).
• Self-hosted sites have substantially lower HTTPS adoption rates
than sites hosted on providers, particularly in the longtail.
We use the remainder of the section to detail our experiences with
each provider. The details provide additional context for understanding the various services that providers offer, and their various fees,
certificate options, etc.
Amazon. Amazon provides many different options for hosting
a web site: EC2, Elastic Beanstalk, Wordpress Hosting, S3, and
Lightsail [6–10]. For all use cases but EC2, certificates are free,
but the cost of each connection over HTTPS is slightly higher than
HTTP ($0.0025 per connection) [5]. With EC2, Amazon provides
a virtual machine. Users can get a certificate through Let’s Encrypt
for free, but have to configure it themselves.
Cloudflare. Cloudflare is a global hosting provider and content
delivery network [16]. Emulating a longtail customer, we use their
free tier, which provides a free shared SSL certificate that is automatically enabled. However, if a customer wants to use their own
certificate, there are two paid options: uploading a custom certificate
after upgrading to their business tier, or purchasing a dedicated SSL
certificate directly from Cloudfare ($5/month).
Digital Ocean and Linode. DigitalOcean and Linode are purely
VPS providers [17, 48]. As with Amazon EC2, they offer virtual
servers with various resource configurations. As a result, enabling
HTTPS requires more advanced users who can figure out how to get
a certificate via other means on their own, such as via Let’s Encrypt.

7.3

Discussion

Hosting providers do play a significant role in the HTTPS adoption of
customers sites. Leading providers in the space, such as Cloudflare,
offer both free certificates as well as automatically enabling HTTPS
without the need for any customer action, features that provide a
clearly compelling combination for impacting HTTPS adoption. To
the extent that other hosting providers can be motivated to offer the
combination of these features, in particular automatically enabling
HTTPS beyond just offering free certificates, such efforts could have
a significant impact on HTTPS adoption.
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To further the point, if the top five providers among top sites
streamlined moving their customer sites fully over to HTTPS, then
HTTPS adoption among top sites would increase from 60% valid
HTTPS to 75%. The longtail would require more outreach, but if
the top 20 providers among the longtail did the same, then longtail
HTTPS adoption would increase from 40% to 69%.

8

CERTIFICATE COST

At a high level, the larger, popular sites at the top will have more
resources to devote to site maintenance and security than longtail
sites. Top sites may have a specific team and budget devoted to
their web site, while longtail sites might not even have a dedicated
person, let alone a team, to manage their site. As a result, the cost of
certificates may be dwarfed by other costs for top sites and become
an insignificant factor, yet may still be an impediment for longtail
sites. Indeed, certificate authorities themselves were concerned that
certificate cost would be a factor to their customers. When Let’s
Encrypt opened to the general public, there were multiple CAs
(some of which also provide hosting services) that marketed their
more costly services as more secure and safer, in an effort to avoid
losing customers to Let’s Encrypt; Comodo even tried to trademark
the name “Let’s Encrypt” [27, 52].
In this section, we examine whether certificate cost is an impediment for HTTPS adoption in the longtail. We examine the use of
certificate authorities and Let’s Encrypt from three perspectives: popularity and prevalence, certificate authority migration, and certificate
validation. We first look at popularity and prevalence to see if Let’s
Encrypt is a more popular certificate provider in the longtail, which
is one indicator that cost is a factor for longtail site owners. We then
look at CA migration to see if longtail sites are more likely to migrate to Let’s Encrypt than top sites; if a site moves CAs, then there
is some factor, such as cost, that provides an incentive to move instead of remaining with the original CA, where a site owner already
has familiarity with setup and cost. Finally, we look at the type of
certificate validation for the certificates in the top sites and longtail
to see if there is a strong difference among the various categories,
each of which correspond to different tiers of cost.

8.1

Top Sites
Certificate Authority

% of Tail

Longtail
Certificate Authority

% of Tail

Comodo
GeoTrust Inc.
Symantec
GlobalSign nv-sa
DigiCert Inc
GoDaddy.com, Inc.
Let’s Encrypt
Amazon
thawte, Inc.
Google Inc

26.3%
9.8%
7.6%
6.1%
6.0%
4.6%
4.0%
3.0%
2.6%
2.5%

Comodo
Let’s Encrypt
GeoTrust Inc.
GoDaddy.com, Inc.
cPanel, Inc.
GlobalSign nv-sa
DigiCert Inc
Symantec
thawte, Inc.
Google Inc

26.3%
16.9%
8.1%
5.6%
5.0%
4.0%
2.9%
2.7%
2.0%
1.9%

Table 4: Percentage of top and longtail sites with valid HTTPS
categorized by their certificate authorities.

8.2

Migration between CAs

As another indicator of cost sensitivity, we examine whether cost is a
factor when sites migrate from one certificate authority to another. A
site that already has a certificate presumably is already familiar with
the existing CA; moving to a different CA introduces a new process
and new overhead, which suggests other factors for switching CAs,
such as cost. As such, we focus on just whether sites transfer from a
CA that charges for certificates to the free Let’s Encrypt service.
To determine whether a site changed CA, and the initial and final
CAs used by sites that changed, we use Censys certificate snapshots
over time. For sites in our data with certificates on August 31, 2017,
we check monthly snapshots back in time to August 2015. If the
certificate issuer organization changed in this period, we label the
site as transferred. If it never changed, we label it as new. If a site had
at least one month without any CA (e.g., perhaps if a site changed
ownership), then we label the site as new using the new CA.
Focusing on the CAs that are major providers of certificates, sites
in the longtail are far more likely to transfer to the free service Let’s
Encrypt than top sites. Starting with the top 20 CAs by number of
sites for the top sites, we intersect them with the top 20 CAs by the
same metric for the longtail.
Table 5 shows the 12 CAs in this intersection, which together
contain 25% of total sites in the top and 16.8% of total sites in the
longtail. Across the CAs, the percent of sites that transfer to Let’s
Encrypt in the longtail is substantially larger (4×) than the percent
of sites that transfer to Let’s Encrypt in the top sites. Taking all of
the sites in these 12 CAs as a whole, over 28.6% of CA transfers in
the longtail are to Let’s Encrypt while only 7.2% of the same CAs
see top sites transfer to Let’s Encrypt. When considering the total
over all CA transfers, the results are the same: across all CAs, 7.7%
of the top sites transfer to Let’s Encrypt and 29% of longtail sites.
Moreover, when examining these 12 CAs, over 4× as many sites
in the longtail and over 2× in the top sites transfer to Let’s Encrypt
than from Let’s Encrypt to another CA.

CA Popularity and Prevalence

We start by identifying which certificate authorities are most prevalent among the domains in our data set. For certificate data, we
use the snapshots of crawls of the Alexa Top Million domains by
Censys [18]. Note that the Alexa snapshot used by Censys is from
a slightly different time than the one we used for crawling with
pshtt, which leads to slightly different domain sets; in the Censys
snapshot, 4,824 top sites (48%) had certificates and 368,250 (37%)
longtail sites had certificates.
Table 4 shows the top ten certificate issuers by issuer organization
for both the top and longtail sites. Not only does Let’s Encrypt
issue far more certificates among longtail sites (17%) than top sites
(4%), it is the second most prevalent issuer for longtail sites. As a
free service, Let’s Encrypt clearly has attraction for longtail sites,
suggesting that certificate cost is a notable factor for them. (We
performed the same analysis using the issuer common name field
from the certificates, with nearly identical results in prevalence and
ranking for Let’s Encrypt between the two kinds of sites.)

8.3

Types of Certificate Validation

Finally, we consider how prevalent the types of certificate validations
are among top and longtail sites. CAs can promote three different
types of domain validation. Some organizations like Let’s Encrypt
only focus on domain validation (DV): if you can prove you own
9

Certificate Authority

Top Sites

Longtail

11.3%
2.9%
5.7%
2.1%
5.5%
5.6%
5.1%
32.4%
5.6%
9.1%
22.6%
27.5%

35.9%
29.4%
23.1%
4.3%
29.0%
19.0%
22.1%
51.7%
36.4%
12.7%
42.4%
69.9%

Top Combined

7.6%

28.6%

All CAs

7.7%

29%

Comodo
GlobalSign
GeoTrust
Symantec
DigiCert
GoDaddy
Thawte
StartCom
cPanel
Starfield
WoSign
Gandi

Figure 5: PDFs of the time between expiration and renewal for
both the top and longtail sites, with a vertical line at 0 for reference. Top sites are more likely to renew their certificate before
expiration while longtail sites are more likely to renew after.

Table 5: Percentage of sites that transfer CAs to Let’s Encrypt
among the major CAs for both top and longtail sites. Longtail
sites are much more likely to transfer to Let’s Encrypt.

time. We study the behavior of sites renewing their certificates, or
certificate persistence, as another aspect of HTTPS adoption.
We focus on sites that were valid on August 31, 2017 and December 17, 2017 in the Censys certificate snapshots, and had certificates
that expired between the two dates and were eventually renewed. A
similar fraction of sites expired in this period, with 11% (1097) of
top and 10% (99081) of longtail sites expiring. We use this subset of
sites moving forward.
For sites in both datasets, we see a positive trend for certificate
persistence. Encouragingly, only a tiny fraction of both types of
sites do not renew: just 0.05% of the top sites and 0.08% of the
longtail sites. During this period, we also see 11% of top sites and
4.9% of longtail sites acquire a valid certificate for the first time,
which shows that top sites are still adopting HTTPS at faster rates.
Once sites have HTTPS, they are likely to maintain it, regardless of
whether they are a top or longtail site.
While certificate persistence is similar among top and longtail
sites, we also look at the certificate renewal behavior more closely.
For sites that renew their certificate, we determine how long it took
them to renew by computing the difference between the end date
of the certificate they had in August and the begin date of the new
certificate they had in December. Sites with a negative difference
renew their certificates before expiration, while sites with a positive
difference let their certificate expire before renewing.
Overall, top sites are more likely to be proactive in their certificate
renewal, while longtail sites are more reactive. Figure 5 shows the
time between expiration and renewal for both top and longtail sites
as PDFs. For clarity we only show renewal periods between -100 and
100 days, which excludes just 2% of top and 0.7% of longtail sites.
Top sites are more likely to renew their certificate before expiration
(59% of top sites do so), while longtail sites are more likely to renew
their certificate after expiration (60% of longtail sites do so). The
average time for a top site to renew its certificate was -9.4 days, with
a median of -7 days. For longtail sites, the average renewal time
was 9 days, with a median of 15. While persistence is the same, the
underlying renewal behavior differs between top and longtail sites.
Discussion. Overall, sites in both the top and longtail renew existing certificates, which bodes well for HTTPS adoption: improving

the domain, you can get a certificate. Other CAs also offer organization validation (OV): it has a more manual validation protocol
that some CAs purport prevent fake websites. Finally, there is extended validation (EV): in addition to having an even more manual
validation protocol for domains than OV, some browsers will also
show a different visual representation. Again, some CAs advertise
EV as more secure than both OV and DV [29]. Typically, DV is
cheaper than OV, and both are cheaper than EV. For example, for a
single domain GoDaddy’s pricing is $60 for a DV certificate, $103
for an OV certificate, and $199 for an EV certificate [28]. Costs are
correspondingly higher for a certificate for multiple domains, or a
wildcard certificate.
Comparing the proportions of DV, OV, and EV between top and
long sites, we find that top sites pay for the more expensive validations more often. In the longtail, 63.9% of certificates are DV, while
just 12.3% are OV and 4.2% are EV (with the rest being unknown).
Among top sites, though, significantly more use the more expensive
validations: only 42.5% are DV, while 28.6% are OV and 7.6% are
EV. Once again, longtail sites appear to be more sensitive to cost
than top sites.

8.4

Discussion

Across all perspectives, certificate cost does appear to be a significant
factor for longtail sites: Let’s Encrypt is 4× more prevalent among
longtail than top sites; when sites transfer CAs, longtail sites are
3.7× more likely to transfer from a paid CA to Let’s Encrypt; and top
sites are more likely to use premium certificate validation services
than longtail sites.

9

CERTIFICATE PERSISTENCE

More generally, HTTPS adoption includes sites supporting HTTPS
for the first time, as well as sites that continue to use it over time. If
sites that have HTTPS do not persist, then adoption will increase at
a slower rate, or even stagnate. Until now, we have only considered
sites supporting HTTPS for the first time. As a final analysis, we
examine the behavior of sites continuing to support HTTPS over
10

adoption rates can focus solely on sites that have never supported
HTTPS. Sites already supporting HTTPS likely have a familiar mechanism for renewal, and it is also possible that sites have an incentive
to keep HTTPS since their visitors and customers are expecting it.
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CONCLUSION

Our goal has been to understand, at scale, whether there are sectors of
the web site population, particularly the less popular sites, that might
be more amenable to upgrading their security posture by adopting
HTTPS. By identifying correlates of HTTPS deployment, we hoped
to identify shared infrastructure, motivations or constraints to drive
further adoption. In our analyses we found a number of negative
results, but also some positive patterns.
For instance, while we had hoped that newer sites would be more
likely to adopt HTTPS given increased awareness and support for
security features (and hence the HTTPS deployment problem would
be self-correcting), we found no strong correlation between the age
of sites and whether they support HTTPS. Indeed, large fractions of
even recent new sites do not support HTTPS.
More positively, two factors that do correlate with HTTPS adoption are transparent hosting support and cost. Services such as Cloudflare, Google, and OVH offer both free certificates as well as automatically enabling HTTPS without the need for any customer
action. These features provide a clearly compelling combination for
increasing HTTPS adoption. Among sites using hosting providers,
Cloudflare in particular is both the most popular provider and has
the highest adoption of HTTPS (77% for top sites on Cloudflare,
and 81% for longtail sites). Motivating more hosting providers to
provide free certificates and, in particular, automatically enabled
HTTPS support could have a significant impact on HTTPS adoption.
Further underscoring the importance of cost, the expense of certificates also appears to be a significant factor on its own, particularly
for longtail sites where the free service Let’s Encrypt is 4× more
likely than among top sites. Further, when sites transfer CAs, longtail sites are 3.7× more likely to transfer from a paid CA to Let’s
Encrypt. Offering free certificates has clearly had a positive impact
on HTTPS adoption.
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